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Abstract. Numerous procedures are used to solve multiple criteria decisionmaking problems. Among these the most frequently used procedure is goal
programming, which is also the selected procedure for this study. It will be
used to calculate the best tax ratios for the city of Isparta, a daily problem.
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1. Introduction
Whether it is in day to day life or in their careers, people carry on their lives
by making decisions, some of them insignificant and some of them crucial. To
make a decision in their favor a person will always have more than one choice.
In time due to the diﬀerence between goals and preferences, decisions made
with one goal in mind gradually transform into a multiple criteria goal orientated system. Multiple criteria decision — making is required in situations
where there is more than one goal or there are numerous ways to reach the
set goal. Even though procedures of this type have gained a lot of ground in
recent years, procedures that have been tried, tested and used by researchers
for many years are the most popular and superior. It has been proven that
knowing linear algebra, the simplex method and various computer programmes
help in understanding multiple criteria decision-making procedures. Once the
decision maker eliminates these necessities, solving the maximization and minimization.problem will help them choose at the decision making stage. Multiple
criteria decision-making problems are classified according to what level their
application area, goals, constraints relate to the decision maker. In practice the
most frequently used is The Goal Programming procedure as it has a very wide
area of use [8].
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Goal programming is a special advanced linear programme used to resolve
decision-making problems regardless of whether the issue is multiple goal problems with multiple sub goals or one goal with multiple sub goals. Similar to
linear programming, there are no sizing constraints on the goal function in goal
programming. Instead of just expressing goal benchmarks as minimum and
maximum within given constraints, goal programming is a technique which also
focuses on keeping deviations within goals to a minimum. Taking into account
the inadequacy of the comprehensive and resilience constrictions for linear programming Charnes and Cooper first suggested this technique in 1950 [1]. An
article written by Charnes in 1955 initiated goal programming. The term goal
programming was first used in 1961 as a result of a Charnes and Cooper study,
the subject of which was handling a wider version of restricted regression, which
also included comprehensive linear models. Charnes and Cooper defined three
configurations for goal programming in order to keep undesired variations to a
minimum. At the end of 1960 software was developed for algorithm application
to assist in solving goal programming problems. Goal programming was further
developed by Ignizio [4], Lee [11], Tamiz [12] and Romero and Rehman [5].
2. Findings

The City Hall of Isparta, a city with a population of 201669, is endeavoring to
create a fair regulation for the taxes it collects. The estimated income from taxes
is based on the figures from Table 1. Tax bases for the following taxes and fees
have been included in the table illustrated below: facilities, building land, real
estate, sanitation, communication, entertainment, fire insurance, advertising,
construction, slaughterhouse examination and inspection, toll, trading license,
measuring and weighting equipment examination, work permit for ferial days,
brokerage, wholesale food markets and residential usage license.
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Table 1. Estimated annual tax bases for taxes and fees.
Types of Taxes and Fees
Tax Bases (TL)
Facilities Tax
2140726020
Building Land Tax
140180473 3
Real Estate Tax
19999750
Sanitation Tax
23361547 17
Communication Tax
12885875
Entertainment Tax
4241556
Fire Insurance Tax
1727498 7
Advertising Tax
62858835
Construction Fees
477323500
Slaughterhouse Examination and Inspection Fees 1493172 8
Toll Charges
1747526 5
Trading License Fees
6563415
Measuring and Weighting Equipment Fees
254520
Work Permit (for ferial days) Fee
345500
Brokerage Fee
6059978
Wholesale Food Market Legal Fee
13999762 5
Residential Usage License Fee
155963043 3
Assuming that the City Hall of Isparta City has the following goals we set up
the mathematical model of the problem of determining the best tax ratios.
 1 In order to meet the City’s financial need tax income needs to be at least
6500000 (Turkish Lira.).
 2 Facilities tax cannot exceed 17% of the overall taxes.
 3 Sanitation tax cannot exceed 14% of the overall taxes.
 4 Communication tax cannot exceed 2% of the overall taxes.
 5 Entertainment tax cannot exceed fire insurance tax.
 6 Advertising tax cannot be less than the total income of entertainment tax,
fire insurance tax and wholesale food market legal fees.
 7 Residential usage license fee cannot exceed the total of facilities tax and
building land tax.
 8 Trading license fee cannot be less than the total of brokerage fees and
slaughterhouse examination and inspection fees.
 9 Communication tax cannot be more than five times the entertainment tax.
 10 Work permit (for ferial days) fees cannot be less than three times the
measuring and weighting equipment examination fee.
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3. The Formation of the Mathematical Model
3.1. The Formulation of Goal Programming
Linear programming uses a mathematical model which explains the problem it
deals with. The linearity property states that all functions within the mathematical model must be linear functions. Linear programming will choose the
appropriate goal function (minimum or maximum) while adhering to variables
and constraints. The linear programming model has four stages:
1 Determining decision variables,
2 Determining the goal function,
3 Determining constraints,
4 Sign constraint.
Mathematical software for linear programming model is as follows:
Maximum ()
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As opposed to the traditional linear programming with a single goal function,
goal programming determines goal deviations with regards to constraints, priorities goals and restricts all function variables to the same unit of measurement.
Goal programming also keeps deviations from the goal to a minimum. Goal
programming is formed of four components; decision variables, deviation variables, system constraints and an goal function. Deviant variables are shown in
two dimensions; positive and negative. These deviant variables form the goal
function:
+
: Positive deviant variable

: Negative deviant variable.
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In accordance with the positive and negative deviant variables the formulation
of goal programming is as follows:
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Positive deviation and negative deviation can not be presented simultaneously,
therefore, one or both of the deviant variables will be zero. Once the unwanted
deviants variables are defined the formulation of goal programming can commence. Only one of the variables will be minimized by the decision-maker [3].
3.2. Composing The Model of The Problem

Once the decision variables for the taxes and fees are determined, the goals are
defined. The decision variables in our model are:
1 : Facilities tax
2 : Building land tax
3 : Real estate tax
4 : Sanitation tax
5 : Communication tax
6 : Entertainment tax
7 : Fire insurance tax
8 : Advertising tax
9 : Construction fees
10 : Slaughterhouse examination and inspection fees
11 : Toll charges
12 : Trading license fees
13 : Measuring and weighting equipment examination fees
14 : Work permit (for ferial days) fees
15 : Brokerage fees
16 : Wholesale food market legal fees
17 : Residential usage license fees.
Goals are defined as:
9200000 ≤ 21407261 + 14018047332 + 199997503 + 23361547174
128858755 + 42415566 + 172749877 + 628588358
4773235009 + 1493172810 + 1747526511 + 656341512
+25452013 + 34550014 + 605997815 + 13999762516
+155963043317 
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21407260201 ≤ 017(21407260201 + 14018047332 + 199997503
+23361547174 + 128858755 + 42415566
+172749877 + 628588358 + 4773235009
+1493172810 + 1747526511 + 656341512
+25452013 + 34550014 + 605997815
+13999762516 + 155963043317 )
23361547174 ≤ 014(21407261 + 14018047332 + 199997503
+23361547174 + 128858755 + 42415566
+172749877 + 628588358 + 4773235009
+1493172810 + 1747526511 + 656341512
+25452013 + 34550014 + 605997815
+13999762516 + 155963043317 )
128858755 ≤ 002(21407261 + 14018047332 + 199997503
+23361547174 + 128858755 + 42415566
+172749877 + 628588358 + 4773235009
+1493172810 + 1747526511 + 656341512
+25452013 + 34550014 + 605997815
+13999762516 + 155963043317 )
42415566

≤ 172749877 

42415566 + 172749877 + 13999762516
155963043317

≤ 628588358 

≤ 21407260201 + 140180473 32 

605997815 + 1493172810
128858755

≤ 656341512 

≤ (5 · 4241556)6 

(3 · 254520)13

≤ 34550014 

 ≥ 0 (1 ≤  ≤ 17)
After arranging the goals above we get.
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21407261 + 14018047332 + 199997503 + 23361547174
+128858755 + 42415566 + 172749877 + 628588358
+4773235009 + 1493172810 + 1747526511 + 656341512
+25452013 + 34550014 + 605997815 + 13999762516
+155963043317 ≥ 9200000
−17768025971 + 2380680462 + 339995753 + 39714630194
+2190598755 + 721064526 + 2936747797 + 10686001958
+811449959 + 25383937610 + 29707950511 + 11157805512
+43268413 + 5873514 + 10301962615 + 237995962516
+265137173617 ≥ 0
41958229991 + 19625266262 + 27999653 − 20090930574
+180402255 + 593817846 + 2418498187 + 880023698
+668252909 + 20904419210 + 2446537111 + 918878112
+35632813 + 4837014 + 8483969215 + 19599667516
+218348260617 ≥ 0
4281452041 + 28036094662 + 3999953 + 46723094344
−1262815755 + 84831126 + 345499747 + 125717678
+95464709 + 2986345610 + 3495005311 + 131268312
+5090413 + 691014 + 1211995615 + 2799952516
+311926086617 ≥ 0
172749877 − 42415566

≥ 0

628588358 − 42415566 − 172749877 − 13999762516
21407260201 + 14018047332 − 155963043317
656341512 − 605997815 − 1493172810
212077806 − 128858755
34550014 − 76356013

≥ 0

≥ 0

≥ 0

≥ 0
≥ 0

 ≥ 0 (1 ≤  ≤ 17)
The lower and upper bounds of tax rates for our model are as the following:
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0001 ≤ 1 ≤ 00011
0006 ≤ 2 ≤ 006
001 ≤ 3 ≤ 0011
0003 ≤ 4 ≤ 003
01 ≤ 5 ≤ 011
0001 ≤ 6 ≤ 001
0025 ≤ 7 ≤ 00275
0004 ≤ 8 ≤ 004
001 ≤ 9 ≤ 0011
0002 ≤ 10 ≤ 002
00015 ≤ 11 ≤ 000165
00003 ≤ 12 ≤ 0003
0001 ≤ 13 ≤ 00011
0001 ≤ 14 ≤ 001
0003 ≤ 15 ≤ 00033
0002 ≤ 16 ≤ 002
015 ≤ 17 ≤ 0165
3.3. The solution of the model
The problem is solved by using the "fgoalattain" mat lab command within the
"optimization toolbox". The mathematical representation of goal programming
in Mat lab context is:
min 
 

 () −  ∗ 
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() ≤ 0
∗≤
 ≤  ≤  




() = 0
∗ =

The equations stated above define a comprehensive (contains more than one
goal function) optimization problem. In the equations; ,  (gravity vector), 
(goal vector), , ,  , values are vectors,  and  values are matrices,
(), () and  () variables define the functions. These three functions may
not be linear. The fgoalattain command makes an eﬀort to reach the goal by
using the  goal function and the "" (goal) vector.
According to the approximate results of the problem; function values reached
their predetermined goals without deviation,  values defined the correct tax
ratios in order to achieve the goals to be reached successfully. The success of
the calculations is underlined with the control value, which is 1. The problem
has ten goals. As the access factor is close to zero it can be speculated that
objectives have nearly been reached.
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4. Results

The tax ratios, having solved the model in line with the determined goals, are
as in the following Table 2:
Table 2. The tax ratios for the taxes and fees.
Types of taxes and fees Tax Ratios
1
00010
2
00060
3
00100
4
00030
5
01000
6
00010
7
00250
8
00040
9
00100
10
00020
11
00015
12
00003
13
00011
14
00010
15
00030
16
00020
17
01500
The x values are the tax ratios that should be used for 2009. They will allow
the City Hall to determine the tax ratios for next year appropriately.
By using the goal programming procedure, a comprehensive decision-making
application, The City Hall will be able to determine its tax ratios both in the
short term and the long term by setting its goals. While the City Hall determines
how they will reach their set goals and what their tax bases should be in order
to achieve these goals, they will also be able to analyze results obtained from the
solutions. The City Hall will have the opportunity to choose the best tax bases
and fee types for the coming year in line with their policies just by evaluating
the results. The aim is not just to reach set goals. Sometimes a model that
satisfies all goals may not relate to the City Hall politics.
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